PRODUCT
DATA SHEET
ENDURANCE ACTIVE CHILL GILET X14G
Designed alongside a multinational cold-storage supply chain company to
provide the most technically advanced gilet for those working in low
temperatures and office based workers who require a smart, corporate look.
Ref: X14G
Variants: XS , S , M , L , XL , 2XL , 3XL , 4XL , Special
Area of use: Chiller +5 to -5°C , Cold Weather / Ambient
Job role: Picker , Manager
Search terms: body warmer

Certification 1: EN14058:2017
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DESCRIPTION
The Active Chill Gilet is a high performance thermal gilet, designed as a smart corporate solution for both office workers and those on the shop floor.

Thermal Regulating Insulation - Including sports insulation for the perfect balance of warmth and breathability, resulting in maintained warmth. This
spec of insulation would normally only be found in sports clothing, however we have used it for the outstanding thermoregulating performance that
it has.
Certified Warmth - Certified to EN14058, The Active Chill Gilet is designed to enhance the performance of those working in indoor areas that are
at a controlled temperature of +5°C to -5°C
Lightweight - The materials and insulation have been picked for maximum performance and low weight.
Used in +5° to -5°C ‘chilled’ areas and favoured by those in higher activity job roles due to its breathability, flexibility and light weight.
Clo Insulation
High fleece collar
3 Internal pockets
5 external pockets
Elasticated waist
YKK zipper
Highly visible yellow fabric
Areas for logo embroidery front and back
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